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Abstract
In this work opinions of the authors stating in favor of forecasting of a multiple-factor indicator of success of athletes by means of genetic markers, which accurately reflect hereditary inclinations of athletes, are given. A number of modern pilot studies open the genetic associated mechanisms of development and increase in motive working capacity. The consolidating aspect of a relevant research of genetic prerequisites and theoretical bases of success of sportsmen going in for combat sports in competitive activity is the expressed dependence of ability of genes, to control process of motive adaptation in the conditions of ontogenetic development and influence of factors of the environment including training factors.
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STATEMENT OF A PROBLEM
A.Yu. Asanov and E.G. Martirosov [4, pp. 30-40] researches show that for the last decades selection in sport for children and young people and in elite sport in many respects proceeded spontaneously, on the basis of the trainer's intuition. B.A. Nikityuk specifies that similar methods of selection "on a phenotype" cannot tap hereditarily gifted athletes of top-class [22, 23]. Knowledge and accounting of extent of influence of heredity on various functions of an organism and physical qualities of the person allow to predict possible shifts of these indicators in the course of the sports training. Degree of a gain of various signs of an organism depend on narrow or broad genetic norm of reaction, i.e. ability of the genes controlling these signs to react to changes of conditions of ontogenetic development or factors of the external environment [22, 41].

The signs which are characterized by narrow norm of reaction differ in minor changes at appreciable external shifts, including at influence of training loads. Body length, homeostatic properties of a blood, the most part of metabolic characteristics, composition of muscle fibers, typological features of a nervous system, frequency and amplitude indicators of an EEG, etc. belong to such signs of an organism, according to S.E. Bakulev and V.V. Kuzin [6, 16]. By many researchers it is established that the body weight, quantity of mitochondrions in a muscle, indicators of external respiration, many indicators of a circulation and other belong to the signs with broad norm of reaction differing in appreciable changes in a phenotype [11, 12, 13, 16, 26, 28, 34].

RELEVANCE
When comparing genetic conditionality of various indicators of a human body by W.B. Schwartz it is revealed that the greatest hereditary conditionality is characteristic of morphological indicators, smaller – of physiological parameters and the smallest – of psychological signs [31, 32].

From morphological features as B.A. Nikityuk specifies the longitudinal sizes of a body (length of a body, extremities), to a lesser extent – the volume sizes and least – mass of fatty tissue as a part of a body, especially in a female body are most genetically determined [13, 16, 23, 25, 29]. T.V. Korobko and E.B. Savostyanova in the work showed various role of a genetic factor in development of components of a body: the greatest genetic determinacy is found for a bone tissue, smaller – for muscular and the smallest – for fatty tissue [13].

The appreciable genetic conditionality of many physiological parameters and functional reserves of an organism was shown by the research of hereditary influences on functional indicators conducted by A.K. Moskatov [19, 20].

High level of heritability was found, many psychophysiological and some personal indicators (some parameters of attention – concentration, fastness and rate of switching, indicators of emotional fastness, an ektraversiii-introversioversion and mental working capacity, property of nervous processes – force of exaltation and lability, characteristics of an EEG) in researches of many other scientists [37, 38, 40].

The high hereditary conditionality is found for indicators of aerobic opportunities of an organism – 0,77-0,96 [14, 37]. Indicators of vital capacity of lungs, heart rate in 1 min. are rather stable and conservative during the work, duration of an inspiration and exhalation, minute volume of respiration, an indicator of physical operability of PWCno that allows to use them at selection and the forecast [19, 31, 32].

In L.P. Zaporzhanov and L.P. Sergienko works it is shown that hereditary influences on various physical qualities are unequal [33, 44]. To the greatest genetic control speed indicators (the 10-second tapping-test, time of simple and difficult visual and motive reaction, etc.) are subject, to articulate mobility (flexibility) and high-speed and power indicators. Indicators of coordination opportunities (dexterity) and general endurance to continuous cyclic duty are least genetically determined. Indicators of the maximum
external influences including training to influences. By there is a hypersensibility of separate signs to the when genetic control is rather reduced are taped and of the person the sensitive periods of development of L.E. Lyubomirsky specifies [18] that in an ontogenesis animal force is intermediate [19, 38, 39]. trained – dexterity and the general endurance, and the shown that the least trained physical qualities are as A.S. Solodkov, E.B. Sologub and A.K. Moskatov is static force find the average size of hereditary representatives of situation-dependent sports, the in L.R. Kudasheva operation it is shown that among vegetative activities two types of vegetative responses are found: hyperreactive – with the considerable rise of heart rate, systolic and diastolic arterial blood pressure, higher concentration of hormones of adrenaline and cortisol in blood, a bigger level of change of skin potentials and hyporeactive – with smaller emotional and vegetative changes in an level of change of skin potentials and hyporeactive – hormones of adrenaline and cortisol in blood, a bigger considerably vary [3, 4, 40]:

- throughput of a brain;
- alpha rhythm frequency at rest;
- duration of the general time of the decision of tactical tasks and time of decision-making;
- control of temporal parameters of movements;
- time of simple and difficult sensomotor response;
- ability to evaluate and reproduce time slots, and other.

In K.B. Kazak researches [12] it is set that the functional systems of adaptation to physical activities of the high–trained and low-trained athletes differ in structure, components and backbone signs entering them. At the low-trained athletes (unlike high-trained) the functional systems of adaptation are characterized by abundance of feeble and excess intrasystem and intersystem correlations some of which are nonrationality (for example, the negative correlations between sporting and important qualities) that breaks thin coordination of movements and causes appearance of different compensator responses. It leads to a strength status in an organism, to appearance of threat for health of the athlete, to deceleration and a stop of growth of sporting skill. In process of growth of sporting qualification of difference between the high–trained and low-trained athletes increase for number of highly trained athletes was such values: among volleyball players – 10%, basketball players of–18.2%, football players – 33%) [14]. The second major factor as S.E. Bakulev [6] specifies, in addition to a factor of value of the adaptive changes of signs of an organism in the course of the training the speed of the adaptive changes is. So for example L.P. Sergienko and V.P. Korenevich [35] clarified that highly and low trained athletes differ not only a level of shifts the morfunktionsanalykh and physical indices in the course of long-term preparation, but also on the speed of these changes. Different time of achievement of the same sporting results is result of these distinctions. According to V.P. Filin [9] highly genetically gifted athletes make the first great progress much earlier, than on average it is set for this sport. For example, the most perspective sprinters of the first progress try to obtain in 4-6 years of specialized preparation, and the highest results show in 7-9 years. With many psychophysiological, physiological and psychological indices show the strong correlation genetically determined features of temporal parameters of activity of the person, creating in general his personal and typological characteristic. In addition, in sport these features significantly influence the nature of activity of the athlete, defining a choice of sport and style of competitive activities, growth rates of sporting skill. Here it is possible to select different temporal parameters of psychophysiological functions. So, by Alvares S., Asanov A. Yu., Martirosov E.G., Taymazov V. A., Bakulev, S. E. and other researches it is set that at the qualified athletes in different types of sport considerably vary [3, 4, 40]:

- throughput of a brain;
- alpha rhythm frequency at rest;
- duration of the general time of the decision of tactical tasks and time of decision–making;
- control of temporal parameters of movements;
- time of simple and difficult sensomotor response;
- ability to evaluate and reproduce time slots, and other.

The learnability research presents great interest in different types of sport which depends also on personal typology of vegetative responses. So, for example, in case of different physical and psychoemotional activities two types of vegetative responses are found: hyperreactive – with the considerable rise of heart rate, systolic and diastolic arterial blood pressure, higher concentration of hormones of adrenaline and cortisol in blood, a bigger level of change of skin potentials and hyporeactive – with smaller emotional and vegetative changes in an organism [3, 4, 7].

In L.R. Kudasheva operation it is shown that among representatives of situation–dependent sports, the...
achievement of the same level of sporting qualification the low-trained athletes expend much more time.

According to A.R. Shirinov [36] and N.V. Polikarpov [24] for performance of the main techniques time of training of the athlete for implementation of qualification standards especially sharply drags on, sometimes for 5-6 years and more, at the choice of sport, inadequate for genetic inclinations, sports specialization, style of competitive activity, the dominating hand and a leg.

In the researches D.R. Brown, W.R. Morgan and J.F. Kihlstrom [8] the complexity of forecasting of a multiple-factor indicator of success of athletes often leads to the wrong decisions. Modern methods of sports genetics allow to avoid many inexact decisions in this plan with the help, the so-called, genetic markers which are accurately reflecting hereditary inclinations of athletes. A marker call the steady, easily defined sign of an organism which is rigidly connected with his genotype on which it is possible to judge probability of manifestation of difficult defined characteristic of an organism.

**CONCLUSION**

It is considerable to expand the accuracy of forecasting and selection in sport use of genetic markers allows. B.A. Nikityuk and other authors recommends using first as the leading marker for forecasting of possible development of the quality of endurance demanding improvement of a row of functional systems – cardiovascular, respiratory, muscular, special composition of blood, development of an aerobic way of metabolism – prevalence of slow muscle fibers over fast in skeletal muscles [8, 22, 23, 25, 27, 41].

A.I. Ibragimov and G.U Kurmanova [11, 15] consider that chromosomal markers can be carried to number of the most exact genetic markers in sport. For example, the essential predictive value of quantity in human genome of a special form of heterochromatin (so-called Q – heterochromatin) for the forecast of a possibility of adaptation to extreme conditions of the environment – to a considerable lack of oxygen at mountain tops is revealed that it is important for selection of climbers. V.A. Rogozkin and I.V. Nazarov specify in the research that the special genes (genes angiotensin – the converting enzyme) defining predisposition of athletes to performance of long cyclic work on endurance are found [28]. Researches on interpretation of structure of human genome give the chance of definition of the genetic markers associated with development and manifestation of physical qualities and also with the physiological, anthropometrical and biochemical indicators significant in the conditions of sports activity.

As useful genetic marker of success of sports activity, according to many sports geneticists, indicators of functional and sensory asymmetry can serve. The choice of the armed arm which isn't corresponding to genetic inclinations at fencers, tennis players, hockey players, etc. and also, etc. leads inadequate use in performance of techniques of a leg at football players to depression of efficiency of competitive activity as in extreme conditions the athlete uses an extremity which copes in his organism initially worse [8, 22, 39, 40]. For example, in work of G. Azemar, H. Rippol and V. Njugier [5] influence on success of sports activity of martial artists fencers of various combination of the dominating extremities and eyes is shown that correlates with different abilities of the person. As showed the statistical analysis of results of testing of athletes–fencers, at lefthanders with the dominating right eye concentration of attention is expressed better, and at lefthanders with the left leading eye – distribution of attention is more effective.

In S.R. Ageeva [2] researches it is noticed that the great value for the differentiated training and education has a profile of motor asymmetry (the leading arm and a leg). Children with a left-side profile of asymmetry differed in larger creative abilities and prevalence in 90-100% of cases of the first alarm system in higher nervous activity. At school students of 6-17 years with a right-hand profile of motor asymmetry larger abilities to abstract thinking and lower level of uneasiness in comparison with the peers having the left profile of asymmetry were found. The provided data allow to believe that indicators of functional asymmetry can serve as very important genetic marker of success of sports activity that allows to lean on them by drawing up forecasts of individual success of athletes. It is confirmed by N.V. Polikarpova data that in process of body height of qualification of athletes the number of the persons, according to genetically set dominance who correctly chose the armed arm or carrying out techniques by a leg is enlarged [24, 42].
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